THREAD TAKE UP LEVER, NEEDLE BAR,

NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS—
NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS--
LIFTING LEVER, FACE PLATE, SLIDE PLATE

NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS-
NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS—
THREAD TENSION, FEED DRIVING ROCK SHAFT, FEEDER, NEEDLE PLATE

NOTE! WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS__
REVERSE STITCH MECHANISM

NOTE! WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX 10566
ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS10566

13423 A ... Use with guard
B ... Use without guard
NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS___
NOTE: WHEN ORDERING PARTS PREFIX ALL NUMBERS BY CS, EXAMPLE CS___